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CrownView progressive lenses are a soft design with smooth power 

changes for effortless adaptation and increased patient comfort.  

CrownView lenses are a 100% digitally surfaced full back side progressive 

design.    

 

 

Soft & Smooth Design - Gradual rise and fall of the mean power as the eye travels across the lower horizontal portion of the 

lens.  This smoothing of the mean power has the following benefits. 

 • Provides a premium progressive lens design with superior viewing comfort. 

 • Allows for natural eye movement. 

 • Provide sharp viewing in any direction. 

 • Minimizes the swim effect experienced with traditional progressive designs. 

 • Minimal patient adaption times resulting in greater patient satisfaction. 

 

Vision Track Engineering - This is employed during the Rx calculation phase to modify the lens surface geometry for the 

purpose of reducing oblique astigmatism.  The specialized Rx calculation software incorporates ray tracing over the entire lens 

surface to correct for viewing errors.   The amount of oblique astigmatism experienced will depend on the prescription, how far 

away from the lens center the patient is viewing, and whether the lens curve is flat or steep.  Generally, the flatter the lens, the 

more oblique astigmatism will be experienced.  Oblique astigmatism will cause the patient to see less clearly when viewing off 

center. Vision track technology has the following benefits. 

 • More consistent optical performance over a wider range of prescription powers. 

 • Wider viewing areas for hyperopes. 

 • Improved distance area for myopes. 

• Improved image quality in the principal viewing areas. 

 

 Corridor Min. Recommended 

  Length Fitting Height 

 12mm 13mm 

 13mm 15mm 

 14mm 16mm 

 15mm 17mm 

 16mm 18mm 

 17mm 19mm 

 18mm 20mm 

 

CrownView single vision free-form design combines free-form back surface aspheric/atoric design with a spherical front surface 

to provide single vision lens wearers with an optimized optical correction. 

 

Total prism:  4D in each lens for horizontal, vertical or compound prism 


